
Power Racks + Squat Cages

Rugby club and powerlifters favourite - the GymRatZ Power Rack. Seen in top 
rugby clubs and elite sports facilities, the GymRatZ Power Rack is one of the 
toughest and versatile pieces of gym equipment available.

Price: £885.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-power-rack

Core Gym Equipment Power Cage - New range for 2017 sees more Core Gym 
items added. Made in England and fabricated to meet design, strength and quality 
we demand from the commercial gym equipment we sell, the Core Power Cage is 
right there, but with much quicker lead-times than our other fabricators

Price £995.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-core-gym-power-cage

Core Gym Equipment Power Cage PLUS - The Core Power Cage PLUS is the 
same great British engineering that bought you the Core Gym Power Cage, just 
with the additional benefit of weight storage pins to keep weights to hand. 
GymRatZ Heavy Duty seal of approval for Full Commercial Gym use

Price £1,295.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-core-gym-power-cage-plus

York FTS Power Cage for home and light commercial-use. 23-positions with lift-off 
hooks on either side of the frame. Heavy-duty box section makes for a very stable 
rack most noticeable when compared to other similar looking racks

Price from£583.33

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/york-fts-power-cage

Laser-cut-out lift-offs, saber-style safeties and 6 x olympic storage posts, all come 
as standard on the GQ Power Rack. Suitably built for full-commercial use, the GQ 
Power Rack comes with a lifetime frame warranty.

Price: £1,289.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gq-power-rack
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York STS Counter Balance Smith Machine - Full Commercial/ Self Build - Pallet 
Delivery usually within 2 to 3 days. 

Price: £2,499.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/sts-counter-balanced-smith-machine

The Special Edition Power is the best of both the GymRatZ Power Rack and 
GymRatZ Power Cage. Benefiting over our regular power rack by having multiple 
chin-up options (a fat bar and normal grip to the rear, plus a ladder rack at the 
front) and 6 x storage posts. And, proving significantly cheaper

Price: £1,350.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-special-edition-power-rack

The GymRatZ Power Cage is built without compromise, offering 8 storage posts 
and 2 bar holders to the rear of the frame, ultra-close lift-off holes, massive 83cm 
deep training area (compared to 68cm on GymRatZ Power Rack), 2 heavy-duty 
safeties, 2 quick-change saber-style safeties, dual chin bars

Price from£2,960.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-power-cage

Our Impulse PowerRack isn't just another cheap power rack, but a great 
combination of design and features suitable for commercial use. Not in the same 
league as our GymRatZ Heavy Duty Power Rack but on a par with the like of 
Hammer Strength and the York STS PowerRack but with band pegs 

RRP: £2,490.00

Our Price: £1,743.00
You Save: £747.00 - 30 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/impulse-stirling-power-rack
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Light commercial Power Cage packed full of every feature you could want. Band 
Pegs, Storage posts, micro-adjustment holes and so much more. Note: Limited 
stock special offer! Frame is now black.

RRP: £1,695.00

Our Price: £1,249.00
You Save: £446.00 - 26 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/delux-power-cage

This Pro Power Rack (Power Cage) offers a full commercial Power Rack with 
integral weight storage posts ensuring weight plates are always handy but in 
addition to this this Power Cage is made to allow the addition of a full compliment 
of accessories not typically found on commercial racks

RRP: £920.00

Our Price: £874.00
You Save: £46.00 - 5 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/olympic-pro-power-rack

Multi-use strongman station. In essence, press/ squat stands with safeties, but 
can also be used as a lifting yoke or sled too. Ideal for strongman-style/ functional 
training and suitable for the most demanding of users. Optional attachments, such 
as our Heavy-Duty Dipping Bars and Log Lift-Offs,

Price: £1,710.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-strongman-multi-functional-station

Designed for a mono (one) lift, the MonoLift is for powerlifters to achieve their 
absolute one rep. maximum for squat. The benefit over a rack is that the user 
does not have to shuffle their feet around after un-racking and re-racking the bar.

Price: £3,895.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-mono-lift
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Image Unavailable A top quality power rack, which will cater to your training needs. It has a very 
professional finish which makes it great for having in the gym. Available in a 
variety of colours to suit your requirements and is a stable and sturdy option to 
select. 

Price: £889.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/olym-power-rack

York STS Power Rack - Commercial (manufacturer graded) with 2 times vertical 
bar storage holders and 12 x weight storage pegs. Delivery usually within 2 to 3 
days. 

Price: £1,415.83

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/sts-power-rack

Light commercial Power Cage packed full of every feature you could want. Band 
Pegs, Storage posts, micro-adjustment holes and so much more. 

RRP: £1,695.00

Our Price: £1,199.00
You Save: £496.00 - 29 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/powerline-ppr200x

A fantastic looking, high quality power rack with a large amount of accessories for 
those of you that take muscular training seriously. This power rack will allow you 
to train all muscles groups as it is equipped in a superior way in comparisons to 
basic power racks. 

Price: £2,489.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/elite-power-rack-8

Possibly our most popular package for the seriously hard training athlete or 
performance training centre or gym. 
The GymratZ Animal Cage Complete System has found it's way into some of the 
most prestigious establishments throughout the world. An animal cage that will 
control the most savage of beas

Price from£4,850.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/watson-animal-cage-complete-system
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New discounted package combination. Our extremely popular commercial power 
rack and integral power rack lifting platform. Since 1999 we've been shipping this 
rack worldwide. It's tried, tested and made to last a lifetime.

Price £9,999.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/power-rack-with-lifting-platform

A versatile and unique piece of equipment that allows multiple users to participate 
in immensely adaptable sessions. This hub allows up to 4 portable core trainers to 
be used simultaneously.

Price: £286.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/jordan-core-training-hub

A versatile and unique piece of equipment that allows multiple users to participate 
in immensely adaptable sessions. This hub package contains 4 portable core 
trainers to be used simultaneously with the included Hub.

RRP: £648.00

Our Price: £583.49
You Save: £64.51 - 10 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/jordan-core-training-hub-package

The Jordan fully featured commercial power cage. The multi gym of today's 
athlete. This cage comes complete with band peg points, core trainer, chinning 
bar, removable dip handles and weight storage posts . Available in two colour 
options

RRP: £1,803.72

Our Price: £1,431.52
You Save: £372.20 - 21 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/jordan-fitness-power-cage

Our GymRatZ Power Rack & Adjustable Bench have always been extremely 
popular but now we've combined the two in once great discounted package 
saving a large amount of the individual unit prices by allowing manufacture and 
shipping costs to be saved. 

RRP from: £1,590.00

Our Price from£1,570.00
You Save: £20.00 - 1 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-power-rack-package
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